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Presentation Notes
What surrounds us shapes usOur environments shape our opportunities and choices. Yes, within reason perhaps we can shape our environments, but ask what kind of agency would that take? What kind of power or privilege? Our environments shape our innermost beings to our biases that come out in our behavior and attitudes.When I introduced myself to Peter DiCaprio I said my name as an act of resistance and it felt good. I was struck then that even some of my closest colleagues didn’t know my name. You don’t know my name. So lets try this over again with a little agency with your support.
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Presentation Notes
I was struck again (for the bazillionth time) by just how much shame I have about saying my name. I already feel like I foist a million (or 4) on people let alone the whole thing. My name is hard. It doesn’t fit. Have you tried to write that on a signature line before? You  never really knew my name, because I am ashamed. It has our colonization story written all over it. I am ashamed that no one alive knows the name elders gave grandma before she was kidnapped by the US government—but we all know the names of the men whose children she bore. I wanted Peter DiCaprio to know that and I told you because I realize the shame I feel is my bias and the internalization of just the few of things I just shared with you. My name is painful in so many ways that mostly I just go by C. What surrounds us shapes us (body, mind and soul) and our wellbeing. 
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I was struck again (for the bazillionth time) by just how much shame I have about saying my name. I already feel like I foist a million (or 4) on people let alone the whole thing. My name is hard. It doesn’t fit. Have you tried to write that on a signature line before? You  never really knew my name, because I am ashamed. It has our colonization story written all over it. I am ashamed that no one alive knows my grandma’s name—the one her elders gave her—but we all know the names of the men whose children she bore. I wanted Peter DiCaprio to know that and I told you because I realize the shame is my bias working itself to the surface.What surrounds us shapes us (body, mind and soul) and our wellbeing. 



Strategy Selection Framework 

E4 

Is it 
EFFECTIVE? 

Is it 
ETHICAL? 

  

Is it 
EFFICIENT? 

Is it 
EQUITABLE? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So as we move to end violence (individual to culture, reactive to proactive, persons to context) we need to ask ourselves the hard questions and push against the status quoIs it effective? What evidence makes us believe that this strategy will work? Research, practice-based and community-based knowledge are each valid forms of evidence in making this determination.Is it ethical? Does this strategy place the burden of responsibility on the shoulders of those with the power/responsibility to create change? This does not mean that members of traditionally marginalized communities should not lead these efforts, it means that our strategies should not require vulnerable communities and populations to change their behavior, or to do more, in order to try to safely navigate the inequitably distributed risks that they face. Rather, privileged individuals, programs and systems should work in collaboration with diverse leaders to reduce risks and to ensure that opportunities to safely thrive are available for all community members.Is it efficient? Does this strategy have the potential to impact broad populations and/or multiple social problems? With consideration of our limited resources and the overlap in risk and protective factors between multiple social problems, it is in our strategic interest to maximize our impact by working at the intersections.Is it equitable? Does this strategy center the voices, needs, interests and strengths of traditionally marginalized populations? We will not introduce or invest in prevention strategies that result in increased health and safety disparities between privileged and marginalized populations.



Equity 
? 

The playing field isn’t  level 
causing differences in the 
health (wellbeing, “life 
chances” ) of people across 
the communities that make 
up the many contexts where 
we live, work, and play.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
brainstorm about Equity? Top of your head thoughts…. What is equity? (after learning about DOH and equity in a PH context, this graphic help me see quickly the difference between the two ideas)What is this image saying about these concepts? Equality may not meet all people’s needs, but redistribution of resources according to need might work, What are the boxes? equity is more than equal resources (boxes) in times of need, not a level playing field, so equity is (boxes) resources before, during and after “the game”– or before trauma ever occurs, during and after. Its access to life opportunities(this image and its various iterations might represent the thought process that Peter DiCaprio talked about with Bias) Its more than being equalIts more than having enough resources (at or after crisis or poverty) What about when we think about living, breathing humans and all of their attendant needs. We might think of Equity in terms “Health equity” is assurance of the conditions for optimal health for all people & We can increase health disparities with our work if we do not consider our work through the lens of equity.original image above, by Craig Froehle – bias shows in the original image.Awesome blog post that breaks down the original image: http://culturalorganizing.org/the-problem-with-that-equity-vs-equality-graphic/



“Health equity” is assurance of 
the conditions for optimal 
health for all people. 
 

APHA and  
Source:  Jones CP 2010, adapted from the National Partnership for Action to End Health Disparities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health disparities (inequalities) arise out of that differential access/availability of the resources in life.If we do not hold on to the core principle of equity- we can really mess things up!Define health equitymeeting this goal requires more than just the health care system. Requires attention to equity as a core principle.



2017 IN 
Governor’s 
Council on 
Disability 
Awareness 
Campaign 

Health: Body/Mind/Soul 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health is not just defined by your physical body, but also your emotional/mental/spiritual/psychological being“Health equity” is assurance of the conditions (things around us) for optimal health for all people.Health is more than the body and all its parts. Its our mind and the spirit/soul.Prevalence Rates of Violence (suicide, elder/child abuse, dv, sv, tdv) are indicators of inequity (not a level “playing field”). I will say that another way, violence is a symptom of an underlying problem. Our forepeople (1980 Duluth Model) located the root-the underlying cause of DV/SV-as POWER (over to control) – we tend to believe that. I believe that is true. Health inequity, then might be the differential conditions that cause sickness (At the margin to center conference tony porter suggested so called black on black crime is an expression of culturally induced self-hate left over from centuries of inequity. Amita suggested violence in the media/video games/music is an expression of human coping mechanisms through art.Mind Image: google image search “mind”Body images from 2017 IN Governors Council on DisabilitySoul: Copyright 2008 Cara Dawson, The Yin and Yang nature of soul and spirit, http://personaltao.com/gallery/art/soul-and-spirit/



What is INEQUITY 
A system of power structuring opportunity and 

assigning value based on [fill in the blank], 
which 
– Unfairly disadvantages some individuals and 

communities 
– Unfairly advantages other individuals and 

communities 
– Saps the strength of the whole society through 

the waste of human resources 

 Source:  Jones CP 2010, adapted from the National Partnership for Action to End Health Disparities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Camara JonesINEQUITY - System of power that determine the range of social contexts and dist of populations into those contexts.We must monitor inequity – look for those “Systems of power that determine the range of social contexts and the distribution of populations into those social contexts.” (8)Class structure (private ownership)Racism (structures opportunity/assigns value based on social interpretation of the way one looks)Homophobia (structures opportunity/assigns value based on social interpretation of sexual orientation)Ableism (structures opportunity/assigns value based on social interpretation of the potential of people who have disabilities)Etc.Eliminating health disparities will take a focus on addressing the systems of power that give rise to the differential distribution of contexts (life opportunities)



Family Medical Leave Act 
(as introduced in 1984) 
• Insurance for workers 
• 12 Weeks Paid Leave 
• Health Ins. Maintained 
 

Can’t be fired for time off for: 
• Birth of a child, foster or 

adoption placement 
• Care for a spouse, child, or 

parent with a serious illness 
• A personal illness 
• Any exigent circumstances 

for family of active duty 
military 

 

1984-1992 Introduced in 
congress, quashed repeatedly, 
reformatted repeatedly , 
vetoed (91 & 92), then signed in 
1993 by Clinton. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=-oQ2do02hO0&feature=youtu.be 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to give us an example of the stakes involved in the pursuit of equity.Lets consider something that is a good thing for everyone. What can such a policy do for us? Paid Family Leave – insurance that makes sense in a capitalist society where we sell our labor for money to buy stuffThe FMLA was introduced in Congress every year from 1984 to 1992 and was blocked repeatedly by entrenched, well-funded opponents. Congress passed the legislation in 1991 and 1992 — but it was vetoed both times by President George H.W. Bush.With bipartisan support (and because it was chipped away) it passed in 1993Facts: https://www.dol.gov/general/topic/benefits-leave/fmla; http://www.nationalpartnership.org/issues/work-family/history-of-the-fmla.html?referrer=https://www.google.com/�

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oQ2do02hO0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oQ2do02hO0&feature=youtu.be


Determinants of Health 

• Neighborhood conditions 
• Housing 
• Transportation 
• Education 
• Food  
• Employment 
• Childhood conditions 
• Social conditions 
• “Isms” 

 

How could paid family 
leave impact people 

across the 
determinants of 

health? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The benefits for caregivers and babies is clear, but what about communities and what about those DOH (context of live, work, play)?Going to have you discuss this question in groups.How would paid family leave potentially impact the DOH?Employment (employee retention, increase retention of women, bolster/support the family)Social conditions to support children (women could breastfeed, men could change babies in changing rooms, less family stress, less debt)Childhood conditions (larger unit of SSN parents, more infrastructure to support children, better child care, schools)Isms – would be very beneficial to populations with large single family head of households (disproportionately people of color) 



Let’s think it through . . . 

Neighborhood 
conditions 
Housing 
Transportation 
Education 

Food  
Employment 
Childhood 
conditions 
 

Social 
conditions 
“Isms” 

 

How could Paid Family Leave impact people 
across the determinants of health? 

Carmel, Indiana (3060) 

Annual 
Income 

$60,000 

Population 79,191 (8th largest 
IN city) 

School Rating 
2010-2015 

A  

Race 85% W, 8% A, 2% B 

Indianapolis, Indiana (5385) 

Annual 
Income 

$20,000 

Population 820,445 (1st largest IN 
city) 

School 
Rating 
2010-2013 

• 2009 Academic 
Watch 

• 2010-2013  F  
• 2013-2015 D 

Race 61% W, 29% B,  
9% H 

S
D
O
H 

Separated 
by 

 15 Miles  

aka: the context in which we live, 
work and play 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At your tables, answer the question posed with some of the information provided (tidbits about where Hoosiers live, work and play—this is the context of peoples lives—determinants of health.) Indianapolis is about ten times larger than Carmel, but they are only 15 miles apart. People there earn about $40K less than people in Carmel. Racial makeup is interesting (A for asian, BTW)So we can infer some things about the rest of the DOH. Consider these contexts if you wish when you think about what impact paid family leave would have on each of these determinantsHOW WOULD FMLA IMPACT SDOH?Employment (higher morale, employee retention, increase retention of women, bolster/support the family)Social conditions to support children (women could breastfeed, men could change babies in changing rooms, less family stress, less debt)Childhood conditions (larger unit of SSN parents, more infrastructure to support children, better child care, schools)Isms – would be very beneficial to populations with large single family head of households (disproportionately people of color)  The comparison of the average income of families near schools that earn an A rating for performance on state standardized testing versus the average income of families in communities where schools earn a D or F indicates a correlation between access to the systems, institutions and structures that make up the conditions where adults work and children play (determinants of health) and children’s performance in school. Such inequities are evidence of doh not distributed evenly.inequityAccess is not distributed equally across populations. Systems, institutions and structures that make up the complex social ecology can hamper or catapult the “life chances”—the opportunities and privileges—of every person within every community while creating or widening health disparities between populations. Differential access to the most basic of needs shapes the context of people’s lives—where they live, work, play—and the kinds of choices that are available for people to make. Consider the academic performance of children from two Indiana school systems separated by approximately fifteen miles: Carmel-Clay versus Indianapolis Public school corporations. IPS schools—where families earn an average income of $20,000 were on “Academic Watch” in 2009, but improved to an “F” in years 2010-2013, with performance increasing again to a “D” 2013-2015. While IPS is steadily trending up, students in Carmel-Clay where the average income is among the highest in the state (~$60,000) have earned an A rating for student performance over the same six years. Scott and Cavozos, in “the basics of school funding in Indiana: Difficulty defining fairness” writes “The difference — about $40,000 a year in extra income per family in Carmel, pays for lots of advantages for many more families in that city. Among the benefits the extra income can bring are everything from better nutrition and more stable home lives to private tutors, lessons and other learning experiences poorer families often can’t provide.”Indiana Department of Education (2017). Indiana Public Schools Report Card (2010-2015).  https://compass.doe.in.gov/dashboard/reportcard.aspx?type=corp&id=5385; and Elliot, Scott and Shaina Cavazos (2015). “The basics of school funding in Indiana: Difficulty defining fairness.” Chalkbeat.com. Online at http://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/in/2015/01/04/the-basics-of-school-funding-difficulty-defining-fairness/Indiana Department of Education (2017). Historical Report Card: Indiana Public Schools Report Card (2010-2015).  https://compass.doe.in.gov/dashboard/reportcard.aspx?type=corp&id=5385Indiana Department of Education (2017).  Historical Report Card: Carmel-Clay Schools Report Card (2010-2015).  https://compass.doe.in.gov/dashboard/reportcard.aspx?type=corp&id=3060https://suburbanstats.org/population/indiana/list-of-counties-and-cities-in-indiana



Without equity as a value . . .  
1993 FMLA 
up to 12 weeks 
unpaid leave, but 
 50+ employees 

or more (who are within 
75 miles) 

 FT/Salaried only 
 Been @ job 1+ 

year our work can increase health 
disparities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without E4- we can increase health disparities. 40% of the workforce are women and minorities who are part timeWhat is the health disparity there? (access to employment, health care)



Policies 
(politics?) 

make some 
people sicker 
than others. 

Don’t Forget 
Scott County 

‘Just days after Indiana Gov. Mike Pence declared 
a public health emergency due to an HIV 
outbreak [2015], it was revealed the county at 
the center of the HIV explosion has been 
without a test ing center since early 2013.” 

So many more current 
examples . . . DAPL Water 
Protectors,   East Chicago or 
Flint  or ISD with lead in pipes 
or soil . . .  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/31/indiana-planned-parenthood_n_6977232.htmlJust days after Indiana Gov. Mike Pence declared a public health emergency in his state due to an HIV outbreak, it was revealed the county at the center of the explosion has been without a testing center since early 2013, reports the Huffington Post.The clinic in Scott County and four other Planned Parenthood facilities in the state, all of which provided HIV testing and information, have shuttered since 2011, in large part due to funding cuts to the state’s public health infrastructure, the report says.The cuts came amid a searing national and local campaign by conservatives to dismantle the health care provider in a crusade against abortions. And ironically, the Scott County clinic did not offer abortion services, notes the report.Now, the state is scrambling to erect pop-up clinics to combat an unprecedented HIV epidemic that stems largely from the intravenous use of the prescription painkiller Opana.The Huffington Post reports:The fact that Scott County was “without a testing facility until a few weeks ago is a glaring example of the kind of public health crisis that results when prevention and testing are left unfunded,” said Patti Stauffer, Planned Parenthood of Indiana and Kentucky’s vice president for public policy.Indiana’s GOP-led state legislature was one of the first to declare war against Planned Parenthood in 2011, when it passed a bill that defunded the family planning provider because some of its clinics offer abortion services. A federal judge later blocked that law from going into effect, but the state has continued to slash various sources of funding to Planned Parenthood at a time when the cost of operating a medical facility continues to rise.In 2005, Planned Parenthood of Indiana received a total of $3.3 million in funding from government contracts and grants. By 2014, that funding had dropped to $1.9 million. Five of Planned Parenthood’s smaller clinics in the state — the health centers in Scottsburg, Madison, Richmond, Bedford and Warsaw — were unable to keep up with the growing technology costs that were necessary to remain competitive as a medical provider. All five clinics that were forced to close had offered HIV testing. None had offered abortions.



The Cliff of Good Health  
Addressing the Social Determinates of Children’s Health: 
A Cliff Analogy 
Dr. Camara Jones, et. al., 2009 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do health disparities arise?The Cliff Analogy was developed by Camara Jones at CDC to emphasize fact that non-health sector interventions are needed to improve health outcomes and achieve health equity.This is the cliff of good health. Its really risky there, like life or death risky, there at the edge of that cliff. So with this cliff of good health, you are better off away from the edge of that cliff!!!Main Points: A communication tool that describes the relationships and distinctions between the provision of health services, addressing the social determinants of health, and addressing the social determinants of equity.Why it is important? Health disparities do not just happen!Potential Challenges: 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Population health requires access to high quality health care, but it also depends upon factors outside of the health sector that make some communities sicker than others.  The cliff analogy is going to help us see that



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the cliff of good health. 













Presenter
Presentation Notes
When an individual falls off the cliff the person or her family will be happy if there is an ambulance at the bottom of the hillBut what about others? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We might chose to expand our view beyond the individual to think about the population health and ask ourselves if there are any further health interventions besides stationing ambulances at the bottom fo the cliff.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We might place a net half way down to prevent them from getting squished after that fall Nets have holes, so some people fall through the cracksSo we make a trampoline, But we may come to see too many people bouncing up and down at half functionality, never quite able to get back up to the topEntrepreneurs and inventors will suggest we could build a ladder from the trampoline to go back up, 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We might also decide to build a fence to keep people from falling off in the first place.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
That will have to be a very strong fence if people are crowded up around it.So what do we do?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What other health interventions are there? We can move people away from the cliff



Assumes a level 
playing field: This 
system works IF all 
things are  equal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the levels of Health InterventionThe levels of health intervention so far include the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff – this represents ……The net or trampoline in the middle of the cliff – this represents safety net (shelter, food pantry, etc.) secondary. . . . The fence at the top of the cliff which is meant to reduce the risk for individuals falling overMoving the population away from the edge of the cliff – addressing the SDOHDO we need to think about what services are offered at each level of health intervention?HOWEVER, we are not finished. but this model still does not help us see how health disparities arise.This assumes all things are equal . 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets go back to the cliff analogy and acknowledge that we are not dealing with a flat two dimentional cliff, 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cliff is three dimentional 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we notice that at some parts of the cliff an ambulance might be stationed at the bottom of the cliff, but it may have a flat tire, be slow, or go in a different direction.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or maybe there is no ambulance at all 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nor net



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nor fence



Lack of resources = 
Populations crowded 
close to the edge of the 
cliff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And it is the parts of the cliff where resources are lacking also have more of the population pressed closer to the edge  



Determinants of Equity:  
structures and processes that 

result in the unequal distribution 
of resources and populations 

along the cliff face 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOW HEALTH DISPARITIES ARRISE?This expanded version of the cliff allows us to illustrate how health disparities arise: Diff in quality of care received within the health care system (broke or no ambulance or planned parenthood)Differences in access to care along face of the cliff- Differences in access to health care, including preventive and curative services (full shelters)Differences in exposures and opportunities - Differences in life opportunities, exposures, and stresses that result in differences in underlying health statusThis makes it clear that there is a difference between addressing social determinates of health [how things are the way they are] – move population away from edge of the cliff And THE dimensionality [why things are the way they are] - addressing the determinates of equity [that means intervening in the structures and processes that result in the unequal distribution of resources and populations along the cliff face] (monitor axes of power that circumscribe our well-being or life-chances)



Individual 
behaviors 
(attitudes, 

beliefs) 

Social 
Determinants 
of Health 

Social Determinants of Equity 

why these 
behaviors? 

why this 
distribut ion 
of contexts? 

Structures /processes that result in 
unequal dist. of resources/populations Image in Dr. Jones The Social 

Determinants of Children’s Health: A 
Cliff Analogy 

Context: where you 
live, work and play 

Determinants 
of Well-being 

Determinants of 
Opportunity/Life 
Chances 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seeing this greater context allows us to see that “Health behaviors contributing to poor outcomes are patterned by social and economic status. The choices a person makes are shaped by the choices a person has, which are themselves shaped by structural policies and processes” The determinants of health allow us to ask :why do we see these behaviors? The determinants of equity allows us to ask: why do we see this distribution of contexts?ADDRESSING Social determinants of Equity – [intervening in the structures and processes that result in the unequal distribution of resources and populations along the cliff face] these distribute the population along different parts of the cliffThese things create the baseline in health statusKnowing that health outcomes are the result of experiences outside the health sector, disparities that arise because of differences in exposures and opportunities that are likely most fundamental, making some individuals and communities sicker than others in the first place.



Why do we see this distribution of behaviors? 

Carmel, Indiana (3060) 

Annual 
Income 

$60,000  
(117% more than 
Indianapolis) 

Population 79,191 (8th largest 
IN city) 

School Rating 
2010-2015 

A   
(14 public schools) 

Race 85% W, 8% A, 2% B 

Crime rates A+ 
http://www.areavibes.com/car
mel-in/crime/ 

Indianapolis, Indiana (5385) 

Annual 
Income 

$20,000 

Population 820,445 (1st largest IN 
city) 

School 
Rating 
2010-2013 

• 2009 Academic 
Watch 

• 2010-2013  F  
• 2013-2015 D 
(216 Public Schools) 

Race 61% W, 29% B,  
9% H 

Crime rates F (6x higher than 
Carmel) 
http://www.areavibes.com/indianapolis-
in/crime/ 

Separated 
by 

 15 Miles  

http://www.areavibes.com/compare-
results/?place1=Carmel%2C%20IN&place2=Indianapolis%2C%20IN#emp 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To put that question with a different slideIf the SDOH are the contexts  in which behaviors ariseso SDOH allows us to answer the question: why do we see this distribution of behaviors? why is a school consistently scoring low? Why is crime so high here and so low there?Main points: This is a sample of community determinants. Neighborhood conditions include things like greenspace, sidewalks, opportunities for physical and social activity, safetyHousing conditions include availability, affordability, safety (lead-free, asbestos free, carbon monoxide free, etc)Transportation—same types of stuff—available, reliable, affordable, safe. This includes public transportation systemsEducation—high quality education is available, accessible and safe for all studentsFood—Residents have reliable, stable access to nutritious foodsEmployment—workers have meaningful jobs that pay a living wageChildhood conditions—high quality, affordable childcare is available for families, early childhood education, etc.Social conditions—communities are safe and provide opportunities for social and/or political engagementIsms—communities are free from discriminatory laws, norms and practices�Why this is important: These are such entrenched systems in our lives that we tend not to think about them. It is important to recognize that these are politically constructed systems. Distribution of resources into these categories isn’t incidental or automatic, but intentional, and as such, we have the ability to change them.Potential challenges—considering this list as a whole can feel overwhelming. I encourage folks to think about all of the opportunities for action this framework creates for us. It’s also a good idea to think about the specific interests of your audience and to be prepared to link these determinants to their focus.

http://www.areavibes.com/compare-results/?place1=Carmel%2C%20IN&place2=Indianapolis%2C%20IN#emp
http://www.areavibes.com/compare-results/?place1=Carmel%2C%20IN&place2=Indianapolis%2C%20IN#emp


Why do we see this distribution of contexts? 

Carmel, Indiana (3060) 

Annual 
Income 

$60,000  
(117% more than 
Indianapolis) 

Population 79,191 (8th largest 
IN city) 

School Rating 
2010-2015 

A   
(14 public schools) 

Race 85% W, 8% A, 2% B 

Crime rates A+ 
http://www.areavibes.com/car
mel-in/crime/ 

Indianapolis, Indiana (5385) 

Annual 
Income 

$20,000 

Population 820,445 (1st largest IN 
city) 

School 
Rating 
2010-2013 

• 2009 Academic 
Watch 

• 2010-2013  F  
• 2013-2015 D 
(216 Public Schools) 

Race 61% W, 29% B,  
9% H 

Crime rates F (6x higher than 
Carmel) 
http://www.areavibes.com/indianapolis-
in/crime/ 

Separated 
by 

 15 Miles 
&  

$40,000  
http://www.areavibes.com/compare-
results/?place1=Carmel%2C%20IN&place2=Indianapolis%2C%20IN#emp 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To put that question with a different slideIf the SDOH are the contexts  in which behaviors ariseso SDOH allows us to answer the question: why do we see this distribution of behaviors? why is a school consistently scoring low? Why is crime so high here and so low there?Main points: This is a sample of community determinants. Neighborhood conditions include things like greenspace, sidewalks, opportunities for physical and social activity, safetyHousing conditions include availability, affordability, safety (lead-free, asbestos free, carbon monoxide free, etc)Transportation—same types of stuff—available, reliable, affordable, safe. This includes public transportation systemsEducation—high quality education is available, accessible and safe for all studentsFood—Residents have reliable, stable access to nutritious foodsEmployment—workers have meaningful jobs that pay a living wageChildhood conditions—high quality, affordable childcare is available for families, early childhood education, etc.Social conditions—communities are safe and provide opportunities for social and/or political engagementIsms—communities are free from discriminatory laws, norms and practices�Why this is important: These are such entrenched systems in our lives that we tend not to think about them. It is important to recognize that these are politically constructed systems. Distribution of resources into these categories isn’t incidental or automatic, but intentional, and as such, we have the ability to change them.Potential challenges—considering this list as a whole can feel overwhelming. I encourage folks to think about all of the opportunities for action this framework creates for us. It’s also a good idea to think about the specific interests of your audience and to be prepared to link these determinants to their focus.

http://www.areavibes.com/compare-results/?place1=Carmel%2C%20IN&place2=Indianapolis%2C%20IN#emp
http://www.areavibes.com/compare-results/?place1=Carmel%2C%20IN&place2=Indianapolis%2C%20IN#emp


why do we see 
this distribut ion 
of contexts? 

POWER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The additional outer ring in the previous slide helps us to answer why the cliff is 3 dimensional, why there is a range of contexts. The forces that create and distribute contexts are the determinates of equity. We must monitor inequity – look for those “Systems of power that determine the range of social contexts and the distribution of populations into those social contexts.” (8)How is power operating here?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liquer storesSmokestacksFreeway expansionDAPL



Systems of Power give rise to 
inequity 
• Class structure (private 

ownership) 
• Racism (structures 

opportunity/assigns value 
based on social 
interpretation of the way one 
looks) 

 

• Homophobia (structures 
opportunity/assigns value 
based on social 
interpretation of sexual 
orientation) 

• Ableism (structures 
opportunity/assigns value 
based on social 
interpretation of the 
potential of people who have 
disabilities) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eliminating health disparities will take a focus on addressing the systems of power that give rise to the differential distribution of contexts (life opportunities(but not ethical or equitable - water/pipes in flint michigan, dakota access pipeline will get a lot more oil to its destination faster, but what about the water for the people, communities AND NATIONS that are left to dieWe can also see that addressing SDOH involves collaboration across these non-health sectors. This is necessary for sustained positive health outcomesThat takes collective action



ASK THE QUESTIONS: 
• What are the policies (the written 

how of decision making)? 
• What are the practices and norms 

(the unwritten how of decision 
making)? 

• What are the values (the why of 
decision making)? 

Monitoring the 
Determinants of Equity 

“On a Plate, “ 2015 Toby Morris 

https://digitalsynopsis.com/inspiration/privileged-kids-on-a-plate-pencilsword-toby-
morris/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why this Distribution of Contexts?Addressing the determinants of health – the context of decision makingAnd the deter of equity means we are intervening in structures by asking who, when, what of decision making,What are the policies (the written how decisions are made)What are the practices and norms (the unwritten how of decision making)What are the values (the why of decision making)DOE idea is Dr. Camara Jones (Cliff analogy)https://digitalsynopsis.com/inspiration/privileged-kids-on-a-plate-pencilsword-toby-morris/

https://digitalsynopsis.com/inspiration/privileged-kids-on-a-plate-pencilsword-toby-morris/
https://digitalsynopsis.com/inspiration/privileged-kids-on-a-plate-pencilsword-toby-morris/


Achieving health equity 
 “Health equity” is assurance of the conditions for optimal 

health for all people 
 

 Achieving health equity requires 
 Valuing all individuals and populations equally 
 Recognizing and rectifying historical injustices 
 Providing resources according to need 

 

 Health disparities will be eliminated when health equity is 
achieved 

Source:  Jones CP 2010, adapted from the National Partnership for Action to End Health Disparities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frees us from victim blame/ difficiency model and pivot to structuresCamara Phyllis Jones, MD, MPH, PhD, Social Determinants of Health and Equity, 18th National Health Equity Research Webcast, University of North Carolina Gillings School of Global Public Health, June 5, 2012, Social Determinants of Health Disparities, Moving the nation to care about social justicehttp://www.vdh.virginia.gov/OMHHE/healthequity/documents/cliff-analogy.pdf



Discussion 
 What does your agency do now to reduce health disparities 

and move toward greater equity in health?  
 What else could we do?  
 What are the chief obstacles to doing more?  
 What are the opportunities for us to impact health equity 

and health disparities through our work? 



Resources 
Camara Phyllis Jones, MD, MPH, PhD, Social Determinants of Health and Equity, 18th National Health Equity 
Research Webcast, University of North Carolina Gillings School of Global Public Health, June 5, 2012, Social 
Determinants of Health Disparities, Moving the nation to care about social justice 
http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/OMHHE/healthequity/documents/cliff-analogy.pdf 
 
Addressing the Social Determinates of Children’s Health: A Cliff Analogy 
Dr. Camara Jones, et. al., 2009 
 
Metzler, M. et al., Adverse Childhood Experiences and Life Opportunities: Shifting the Narrative, Children and 
Youth Services Review (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.childyouth.2016.10.021 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/OMHHE/healthequity/documents/cliff-analogy.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.childyouth.2016.10.021
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.childyouth.2016.10.021
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